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The Organization of African Academic Doctors (OAAD) - we are a multi-

professional family of African PhD holders and PhD scholars at home and

abroad currently in over 70 countries across the globe. We co-create

opportunities for research, entrepreneurship, growth and development and

even at old age, we remain motivated and innovative. You are home with

us.

The core survival and thriving strategy of every living thing is powered by

internal characteristics of each resident species. Needing no special

investment to initiate or maintain motivation and drive, we, young Africans,

understand that the world stands in a place of grave danger and we can

help. 

� Lions have strength and fearlessness,

- they never doubt their ability to overpower their prey, lions and lionesses

that get eaten by hyenas are the ones that show some measure of doubt. 

� Eagles have great eye sight and precision,

- from afar, they see and hardly miss their prey without which they die off. 

� Humans have advanced brains and 24hrs every day,

- with iteration, generation after generation, we make anything we

recognize as necessary for our survival. 

� 2022, America’s economy is ranked number one in the world as has been

in recent history; 

- that position and the power that comes with it, the comfort it brings,

associated psychological energy and confidence, and all-round implications

both for the government and for Americans are national and individual

assets.

� 2022, China’s economy is ranked number two in the world, their

population ranked number one in the world, those positions and the power

that comes with them, the comfort they bring, associated psychological

energy and confidence, and all-round implications both for the government

and for Chinese people are national and individual assets.

� 2022, Africa is ranked number one in percentage population of young

people, number two in continental population, number one in nature and

biodiversity, plus greenness, number one in natural resources,

- technology and innovation which are dominated by young people shall

keep driving the world for the good of all humanity; immersed in the above

listed pool of productive indicators, it is in the best interest of our species

that the dynamic African population and other factors be sufficiently

engaged for commensurate contribution to our species’ sustainable

wellbeing.

As seen above, every species uses what it has for survival and humans are

said to be smartest of species. In light of worsening global challenges, the

burden of proof is on us to show that indeed, humans are as smart as we

claim. No living thing is devoid of survival features and any species that

strives against its own survival schedules its extinction at an earlier date

than nature would provide.

Our Inalienable Role and Motivation

Understanding our inalienable role as Africans and global citizens in

bettering the lot of humanity, we established OAAD, an international non-

profit organization which exists to design informed solutions geared

towards sustainable development of Africa. Since inception, OAAD has won

the affection, trust and commitment of African entrepreneurs, professors,

scholars, government and diverse sectoral leaders with a shared experience

of PhD training and a shared passion and vision to enhance the quality of

life in Africa through research, technology and innovation.

What We Know, What We Do, What We Stand for and the Promise

We Make

Working tirelessly to make Africa rise beyond horizons using what we know

and what we do, OAAD-affiliated entrepreneurs and researchers have

attracted meaningful funding from diverse global organizations. 

- No one that labors with us shall lack moderate level of comfort.

- Through transparent distribution of responsibilities and attendant

benefits, we use the trust we have built amongst ourselves as social capital,

ensuring that no one feels cheated in any engagement.

- There is hardly an African community without a PhD holder, therefore, we

harness and use the influence we have in our communities as instruments

of sustainable development, enhancing the quality of life and dignity of our

people.

Across all African countries and over 70 countries globally, we are

leveraging technology to maintain a most robust community of experts and

specialists. Organized in over 45 discipline-specific groups, we are building

long-term, meaningful relationships, offending one another, mending fences

and never ‘running away’, building collaborative stamina and co-developing

replicable processes and methods with the aim of effecting social, economic

and environmental reengineering of systems in Africa while delivering

sustainable development as defined by Africans in a most transparent win-

win partnerships with all lovers of humanity.

INTRODUCTION TO OAAD WOMEN'S NETWORK

(OWN)

OWN is a subsidiary of Organization of African

Academic Doctors (OAAD) and is open to African

Female PhD holders and PhD scholars with a shared

purpose to drive reverse gender socialization as a means

of combatting gender biases while partnering with all

lovers of humanity irrespective of gender, race, world

views or other points of differences.

 

Vision: To contribute to sustainable development in

Africa by eliminating all forms of gender inequality

through research, innovation, technology, citizen

participation and human capital development.

 

Mission: Enhancing gender equity for sustainable

development.

 

Main Objective: Bringing together and engaging all

African female intellectuals as well as relevant

stakeholders to enhance sustainable development in

Africa.

INTRODUCTION TO OAAD

Vision: To enhance the quality of life in Africa through research,

technology, and innovation.

Mission statement: Doctoring solutions for Africa and the World!

Main objective: To bring African intellectuals together and foster

development while engaging relevant internal and external stakeholders.

Introduction
Statement of the Problem
Expectations
Guiding Values/Principles 
Conclusion & Timing

a. We are all familiar with the quagmire in which lies our continent
when it comes to the issue of according African women (and women
around the world) the respect and dignity they deserve.
b. There are no long-term sustainable and replicable methods which
we can use in changing the status quo in order to allow the continent
of Africa get maximum benefit from participation of our women and
girls - the continent and the world have lost a lot already!
c. Much awareness has been created already but there are rarely
measurable indicators of progress in dignity.

a. We should expect to be opposed and misunderstood by people
who shall be suspicious of what we are doing but we should not be
ruffled; we should rather look forward to winning them as allies to
partner with us in the project.
b. Even though we shall not do this intentionally, we must expect to
offend and be offended by one another as we work together.

VISION CAST AND OWN'S OPERATIONAL FUNDAMENTALS: WE
ARE NOT HERE MERELY TO CREATE AWARENESS BUT WE ARE HERE
TO WIN WARS WITHOUT A BATTLE

Content
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.Introduction
What we are up against is a huge war everywhere in the world but we
want to do what we must: TO FIGHT AND WIN THE WAR IN AFRICA
WITHOUT A BATTLE! OWN shall be driven by the OAAD ladies. These
are African women across the world who have distinguished themselves
in academics with recognizable evidence of having completed or
currently pursuing a PhD. Just like in the general OAAD, we shall bring
in other African women who are not PhD-linked but have equally
distinguished themselves in other walks of life. When you need
something to achieve a defined beneficial goal that shall enhance the
quality of life in Africa and help us live more sustainably, if that thing is
not available at the moment it is needed, you create it.

2. Statement of the Problem

3. Expectations

4. Guiding Values/Principles
a. We Mean Well All the Time Even Though We May Make Mistakes
Our first reaction in every matter shall be: "I believe that this neighbor
MEANS WELL, I shall get to fully understand what is going on after
asking".
b. Talking: Being able to freely talk about everything is a huge blessing
for any group of people who are on a long-term engagement.
c. This implies that we have created a safe space where we could
(carefully) share our thoughts with one another without fear of being
misunderstood.
d. Although we may not have to complain every now and then but if
something one of us does or says keeps making you uncomfortable, it's
not necessarily a sign of maturity to keep ignoring discomforting things
while writhing in pain.
e. Being human, one day, you may get fed up & scatter more things than
intended.
f. Mutual Respect: In addressing such issues, intentionally protect the
respect you have for the person involved; I mean, refuse to allow what
the person has done to adversely affect the level of respect you have for
the person.
g. We must pursue intentional humility which never focuses on selfish
aggrandizement but on our collective objectives.
i. In due time, we shall attract international attention through our work
but may we never be distracted by fame.

5. Conclusion & Timing
Our time begins NOW!
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FROM THE PRESIDENT'S DESK

ODII EC, PhD
President, OAAD

a. The story is about community wrestling contests and my father
had evidence that he often won being one of the champions.
b. The wrestling rule stipulates that to win, one had to get the
opponent's back on the ground.
c. Sometimes, a contestant holds an opponent on the ground
facedown but that is not a win.
d. Whether on top or on-the-ground-facedown, they both are down
together and there is no winner.
e. Both parties understand that for the game to end, someone's back
must hit the ground but no one likes to be that person.
f. One of the strategies often adopted when scenario (d) above
happens is that the contestant on top gets up and allows the
opponent rise.
g. The reason is that it is usually easier to get the back of an
opponent on the ground from a standing position than from a
facedown 'grounded' position.

a. We all have one goal which is to get the back of global challenges
on the ground.
b. It is easier for us to get global challenges exactly where we want
them if we all, men and women alike, get up from the ground and
let ourselves rise together!
c. We are neither opponents nor enemies, global challenges are
against us and they have zero sentiments!
d. How then could team mates work so hard to get the ball into
their net while their opponents ravage on?

Content
1. Introduction
2. The Story
3. Possible Lessons from the Story
4. Practical Thinking Questions for Engaging Children 
and Adults for Reverse Gender Socialization
5. Actionable Steps: Reverse Gender Socialization and
Avoidance of the Convenience of Finger ‘Pointillism’

1. Introduction
Before my father died in 2017 at the age of 95, I enjoyed talking with
him a lot. He told me stories of exploits he and his peers had made in
their generation. He didn’t get a PhD, and in fact, he got no formal
education. However, the life lessons I gleaned from those stories have
helped me a lot in my career development. Furthermore, the stories have
served as reliable compasses for navigating diverse realities in pursuit of
a meaningful life which I define as full exploitation and passionate
utilization of all abilities and energies found in me and others as
facilitators in a lifelong project of increasing people's comfort levels and
helping them achieve in groups things they could never achieve as
individuals no matter how profound their personal endowments.

One of those stories perfectly illustrates, in my opinion, the longest
ongoing self-sabotage ever perpetrated by a species; Homo sapiens, two-
legged, large-brained organisms called humans in the English language!
We all through gender socialization processes set up this system which
hurts us all as co-victims of our own creations! Our ancestors worked
hard on this and just as other things handed down to us, we have taken
it to another level.
Historically, Homo sapiens, at their own peril and through gender biases
take away participation opportunities from people who have actual
abilities to create solutions to global challenges just because they
showed up with biological features we have been erroneously taught to
associate with 'weakness'. Disturbingly, even when they break societally
fixed bounds and join the participation pool, Homo sapiens choose to
pay them less money, less dignity, routinely disrespect them and try to
frustrate them out by generally allowing them less benefits compared to
their inputs. Now, unfortunately for us all, current global challenges are
even less emotional and more brutal than their ancestors, dealing with
us as mercilessly as ever!

2. The story
Below, I share thoughts in the story with an actionable hope that we
understand the damage we have collectively done to ourselves and
retrace our gender bias stereotypic steps. We are the ancestors of
tomorrow and we have what it takes to gender-socialize our children
and future generations in more sustainable ways which take full
advantage of all the weapons in our arsenal instead of discriminating
against some just because they have female biology and bear female
names. 

3. Possible Lessons from the Story
There may be many lessons which different people may glean from the
above story but the following stand out for me with respect to the
conversation on eliminating gender biases in Africa as recipe for
sustainable development.

a. Imagine you grew up being told that the space we call sky today
is actually down while the space we call land is actually up. We
would have been making sentences such as "I am standing on the
sky" and it wouldn't have sounded strange, right? The preposition
"on" would have been the right one, right?
b. Do you think it is impossible or out of place for us today being
the ancestors of tomorrow to intentionally do something about this
situation? We have in the past dumped several other unsustainable
cultural practices, is it not possible for men and women to work
together in reminding one another using non-violent and non-
aggressive strategies whenever we see one another slip into gender
biases?
c. Is it not possible for us to use our words and collective actions in
more constructive ways that serve our collective interests as global
ancestors of the future?

d. Shouldn't we now collectively tell our children that the sky of
gender bias is actually down and the land is up, that they should
engage humans of all genders without any biases which have
historically robbed women of opportunities to deliver to the world
all they brought are capable of bringing in innovative ways?
e. Should we not be joyous to tell our children and insist on future
generations that this wrestling contest wherein we have been
pinning ourselves down for generations has never and is never
likely to serve us well in even in the future?
f. Using our social media and other advanced information
communication technologies which were delivered to us as
ancestral blessings arising from cumulative ancestral efforts of our
global ancestors, do we not feel better equipped; living in a literal
global village and can it still be so tough to communicate that to
our children that the girl child and women should have unlimited
access to all benefits and sustainability gains co-created by all for a
world in deep need?
g. If our responses to the above questions are not on the
affirmative, I need someone to convince me that the self-acclaimed
position of Homo sapiens at the top of the ladder of intelligence is
actually ours if we continue to collaborate in a project of self-
annihilation while other organisms may have found ways of
managing their own gender-related challenges?

a. We welcome only busy people as members; that is one of the
unwritten requirements for joining, so, we do not make such
sentences as, “I am busy” and of course brain work doesn’t know
genders. 
b. You can see evidence of this in the list of OAAD Resident Think
Tank as well the OAAD Executive Council since inception where
noble and sacrificial African women have worked side by side with
noble and sacrificial African men to create what you know today as
OAAD.
c. We have set up the OAAD Women’s Network Gender Project
(OWN GP) which is taking the lead under OWN using the research
pathway. Other aspects shall follow as shall be contained in the
brief provided by the idea bearer for the first OWN GP research.
d. We expect everyone to plan themselves and show up with
actionable suggestions on how various impacts of global challenges
on Africa can be combatted in sustainable ways that enhance the
quality of life on the streets of Africa.
e. In OAAD, we believe that the least contributor today may be the
greatest contributor tomorrow while the greatest contributors
today remain in active service as actors and progress consultants.
f. We are designing long-term solution pathways, creating self-
sustaining systems and partnering with other organizations to do
the needful.
g. Ladies and gentlemen, look beyond one another. Say no to
finger-pointillism. The real enemy is out there and plans to kill us
all. Let's get to work and do what we have to else gender biases,
their children and other relatives shall finish us, our children and
relatives.

4. Practical Thinking Questions for Engaging Children and
Adults for Reverse Gender Socialization
In many ways, our ancestors both men and women have used their
words as instruments that facilitate gender biases and we have followed
in their footsteps because that is what we inherited through gender
socialization. See details below:

5. Actionable Steps: Reverse Gender Socialization and Avoidance
of the Convenience of Finger ‘Pointillism’

Women pointing fingers at men or men pointing fingers at women in
gender issues is not surprising; that is what Homo sapiens do for a
living. Their evolution as that of all other living things has been
conditioned to seek out the most convenient options out of every
challenge. In this case, it is definitely more convenient to point fingers
and sweat over gender debates than to do the hard-work of Reverse
Gender Socialization. Individuals as well as organizations must get up
and get to work. Enough of demonization of anybody; we should know
better by now that it doesn’t work. Our goal should be to get expected
results not just to be seen flexing muscles and sweating. 
For us in OAAD, the following summarize a few actionable strategies:

Onye Ji M N’ala Ji Onwe Ya”: He that Pins Me on the Ground in a Wrestling Contest Also Remains Down with Me

Village Wrestling Tournament:
Both Contestants Remain Down
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 H.E. AMBASSADOR CHIMEZIE O. OGU
Consul General,

Consulate General of Nigeria Shanghai

A regime of legislation  to stop early girl child marriage should be
implemented by all African countries through the platform of African
Union (AU).
Adoption and promotion of Free Education for all eligible girl child from
primary to tetertiay institution in all African countries. 

A REMARK  BY  H.E. AMBASSADOR CHIMEZIE O. OGU, THE CONSUL
GENERAL, CONSULATE GENERAL OF THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF
NIGERIA SHANGHAI AT OAAD WOMEN’S NETWORK
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE 2022. 
    
It is my  great joy and pleasure to witness and participate  in what is
happening today. Africa is rising in many dimensions but one extremely
important part of it which has been long neglected is now getting appropriate
attention from African academicians coordinated under this institution, the
Organization of African Academic Doctors (OAAD). Having heard so much
about the OAAD, I am not surprised that you were able to come up with such
an amazing idea of creating a customized space for African women in the
academia through which they could concentrate their energies for meaningful
contribution to the sustainable development of Africa.

It may be difficult for any of us to immediately see the full extent of impact
which this is set to have on the continent of Africa. However, I am confident
that you shall invest the needed brain work which is your area of
specialization. I encourage more African women in academics to be part of this
movement for true development and change in Africa.

The topic for today's conversation; Elimination of Gender bias Towards
Sustainable Development of Africa is timely. It is important to put into  
 context the historical challenge of the issue and the harm it has constituted in
the body of failures of Africa as a people or race.

Historically, gender bias is as old as mankind globally, but while some people
have made significant progress combatting the challenge, Africa still lags
behind. Before now, we all know the misguided notion that a woman is only
good for procreation and nursing children to grow. It is instructive from this
unintentional narrative that the first teacher to a young child is its mother. If
that is the case, it means this first teacher to a life; to a boy or girl needs to be
equipped to be in a good position to pass on enlightened perspectives and to
future generations. This fact alludes to the saying that train a woman, and the
society/nation is blessed. That is the reason, I encourage my wife and
daughters to aspire to be the best they can be. 

Many  countries who realised this error have been able to break away from the  
shallow reasoning and are charting a path towards sustainable development
and prosperity.

A recent example is the modern day China. The government was persuaded to
accord relevance, dignity and respect to their women folk by the global body
United Nations. You will agree with me that the convocation of the United
Nations Women Conference in 1995 in Beijing was a turning point and
catalyst on the way of opening of the new China as a people, government and
as a country. The resolution of UN women in China with its affirmation on
equal respect and right of women has  brought lots of change in the thinking
of an average man or woman in China. Girls and women are now given
unfettered access to education and to aspire to become their best in any given
job or profession. 

Now in China, the majority of the generation born in 1980s are competing
with their male folks in driving the economy as well as in governance.  It is
estimated that more Chinese women are more  in civil service than their male
folks who are more business orientated. A recent study shows that 6.4 percent
of listed quotated companies in China have women as Chief Executive
Officers, higher than 5.2 percent in other developed countries. These Chinese
women executives are injecting various developments in their listed
companies. Chinese government has continued to promote equity and the
right of women, which have helped them to perform better in their careers. 
  
The question now is, "what is the way forward for Africa". I wish to propose
two measures that will assist Africa to come out of the woods. 

Moving back to the event of today in celebration of the diverse projects which
you intend to run under the OAAD Women’s Network through which
mountains of gender biases on the continent of Africa shall be  eliminated, it is
my honor to officially open this conversation which will be an annual event
towards sustainabile development of our great continent. 

In conclusion, here is my respect to the well-accomplished women, Mrs
Oyikansola Adesanmi of Nigeria and Dr Bakwena Malebogo of Botswana as
you share with us, women and men alike from the wealth  of your experience.
Permit me to also congratulate the President of OAAD, Dr. E. C. ODII and his
team for having such a huge opportunity to lead such a great movement. We
are looking forward to unending good news from you. Congratulations also to
Ms. Jane and Ms. Perpetual for the opportunity to serve as coordinator and
Secretary of the OAAD Women’s Network respectively.

Thank you, and wishing you all the very best!

THE OAAD EXECUTIVE COUNCIL 2021 - 2023
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Eliminating Gender Bias for Sustainable Development in Africa

All over the world, women are still denied opportunities to learn, to earn and

to lead. Gender bias persist in today’s society mostly subtle and sometimes

direct. We may argue whether or not the continued bias against women

presents a major obstacle to economic development especially in emerging

and developing countries, but the facts remain; there is no country where

women have achieved economic equality with men.

 

Therefore, we must embrace avenues that foster solutions to female

discrimination and inequality. The role of women in the progress equation of

every nation cannot be overemphasized and gender imbalances will not serve

the interests of our motherland. The time to eliminate gender bias for

sustainable development is now and all hands must be on deck. I was in the

banking industry for 27 years and I can tell with all authority that it can only

be imagined what the benefits could be if level playing grounds were

maintained for all genders!

Mrs Oyinkansola Adesanmi is an ex-banker with over 27years working

experience in the banking industry. Her academic Journey began with a BSC

in Zoology and later an MBA in Marketing. She is an Alumni of the Senior

Management programme from the Lagos Business School and an honorary

member of the Chartered institute of Bankers in Nigeria.

She started her banking career in 1990 in the then Afribank Nigeria Plc and

moved to Prudent Bank, having spent 10years. Prudent bank merged with

other banks to become Skye bank and she rose to become Group Head,

Victoria Island region of Skye bank having worked in various units like the

treasury, branch banking etc. She left banking in 2018 to start off Equiterm

Limited, a financial services company that supports small businesses with

financial advice and funds.

She is married with 3 children and currently has a grand daughter.

The theme "Elimination of Gender Biases for Sustainable Development

in Africa" acknowledges that gender discrimination is firmly ingrained

in human behaviour, which is shaped by social norms and culture.

Discriminatory social norms and stereotypes reinforce gendered

identities and establish power dynamics that constrain men's and

women's behaviour in ways that lead to inequality. To this end, the

elimination of gender biases is critical in addressing today's persistent

inequality. In fact, inequality must be eliminated, in order to enhance

economic growth and improve both equity and efficiency in the

economy. Furthermore, skewed opportunities due to high inequality

lead to a loss of productivity in a society, resulting in a less than

desirable total pie size. Society suffers when people's abilities are

underutilized or incompatible with their professions and other roles in

society. At home, we must eliminate biases so that our daughters and

granddaughters grow up in a society where they are not constantly

reminded of their gender or told that they are acting in an

"unwomanly" manner. Only when bias is eradicated can our women

have choices and don´t have to settle or pick between job and family,

i.e., they can have them both and have life partners who are supportive

and don´t t regard them as rivals or labelled differently by society.

Dr. Malebogo Bakwena is a top ten finalist for the 2021 Strategic

African Women in Leadership (SAWIL). Malebogo wears many hats as

a leader. As a leader, Malebogo wears many hats. She is currently the

head of the University of Botswana's Department of Economics, the

chairperson of the Botswana Competition and Consumer Authority's

board of directors, and a board member of the Botswana Central Bank,

where she also chairs the Human Resource Committee of the Board. 

•She is also the chairperson of the African Economic Research

Consortium's (AERC) Collaborative Masters Program and Collaborative

PhD Program's Core and Electives Committee in Nairobi, Kenya. She

also contributes to the Botswana Journal of Economics as a co-editor.

She also serves as a co-editor for the Botswana Journal of Economics.

•She is passionate about empowering and nurturing young people.

Over the years she has mentored several young people through

engagement in organisations such as the Botswana SOS Children’s

Village and the Girls for Girls (G4G) mentorship programme. Dr

Bakwena holds a PhD (Economics) from University of Queensland,

Australia; MSC (Economics and Finance), York, UK and BA (Economics

and Statistics, UB, Botswana.

Dr. Bakwena Malebogo
Lecturer, Strategist, Economist

Women Don't Have to Choose Between Career and Family

Mrs Oyinkansola Adesanmi 
CEO Equiterm Limited
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a. Although subtle, the first impression is that women are not intelligent

until you prove yourself. The women have to work twice as hard as their

male counterparts to earn respect from your superiors, colleagues and

subordinates. By the time the woman become competitive, the narrative

becomes “She is too tough”, “She is a witch” etc

Questions and Responses from Mrs Oyikan Adesanmi during the

OAAD Women’s Network International Conference 2022

Moderator, Mavis Kolobe: I have introduced the economist and academic

DR malebogo, in a minute kindly introduce the Malebogo Bakwena we

cannot find on google or LinkedIn.

Mrs. Oyinkan Adesanmi I have introduced the CEO Mrs Adesanmi, in a

minute introduce the woman behind the brand: the daughter, mother wife

and grandmother Mrs. Oyinkan Adesanmi 

Response: My name is Oyinkan Adesanmi. Married to Dele Adesanmi, a

chartered accountant and a practising tax Consultant. We have been married

for 33years. We have 3 sons, 2 of whom are CEOs and co-founders of start-

ups, in Nigeria and in the United Kingdom. Our 3rd son is an engineer who

resides and works in Canada. I love interacting with the younger generation

and I am passionate about helping teenagers from the less privileged

background with funds and mentorship, to get through school. I love learning

new things and I am currently learning forex trading.

QUESTION 1

Mrs. Oyinkan Adesanmi 

Today you are a happy, fulfilled grandma, CEO of your own company, still

working hard using your expertise in contributing to the economy of Africa,

your sons are responsible global citizens contributing very meaningfully to

sustainable development of our world, but you were in the banking industry,

your husband was in the banking industry while you were raising three boys,

how were you able to do the needful during their formative years in order

not to lose them to the wild world as you grew your career to the very top as

Group Head in an ultramodern bank in Nigeria? 

Response: I would say Support. My husband was my number one support.

We split roles from bathing our children to attending school functions. Also

in the first 4 years of my marriage my Granma in law stayed with me before

she passed. I also had a nanny. So I had support. When all these other people

were not available, my husband was always hands on, so it made it easier for

me. 

Secondly the first bank I worked in was what we call an older generation

bank in Nigeria. We worked normal hours from 8am-5pm unlike the newer

banks then where they did not not really have a closing hour so they worked

till 10pm sometimes. I want to get home and have quality time with my

children. Although this meant fewer promotions (they promoted every 3-

4years) unlike the newer banks that could promote at any time. I stayed on

for 10years to be there during my children’s formative years. 

QUESTION 2

Moderator, Mavis Kolobe: Quiting jobs by one spouse to care for children

has been observed to be common in families, did you or your husband feel

the need to quit your job at some point due to pressure? Obviously, Mrs.

Oyinkan Adesanmi, you didn't quit, did your husband quit, how does job

quitting impact a spouse in case of unknown eventualities? What role does

this play in rampant feeling of lack of fulfilment and feeling lost after the

children are grown and gone even when money is not a problem? Dr.

Malebogo, what has your experience been in this matter so far?

Response, Mrs Adesanmi: We both didn’t quit our jobs. I was close to it

though when my children were in their formative years. I was transferred

across town and it meant that I would have to commute through heavy

traffic, thus leaving home early and coming back late. Meaning I would not

have quality time with my children until the weekend. I discussed my

challenges with the appropriate authorities was transferred back closer

home. This sorted that challenge.

QUESTION 3

Moderator, Mavis Kolobe: In Africa as well as anywhere in the world,

irrespective of gender, global challenges affect us all. According to Pedro

Conceição (head of UNDP’s Human Development report Office): “Today the

fight about gender equality is a story of bias and prejudices”. In your field of

expertise what are some of the practical biases that women face; what can be

done to eliminate such biases and prejudices to help women and girls

contribute effectively to sustainable development of Africa?

Response, Mrs Adesanmi: 

Biases

b. Based on culture, some male subordinates don’t want to work under
a female boss. They see it as demeaning because they believe they have
someone like you at home that is under their authority. 
c. It assumed that when you are married, your attention becomes
divided and the job will be affected. And so in some banks at the
interview stage you are less likely to get the job if you are married
except you are doubly better than the men and they don’t have a
choice. E.g I was pregnant when interviewing for my first job and the
interview was a bit longer than others. Also I gave birth a day after we
started our training at the same job and had to get back just 2 weeks
after because the training was already ongoing. 
d. A single lady will be preferred above married woman at an interview
and some employers even get a commitment from the single ladies that
they would not get married within an agreed number of years.
e.When pregnant and you come back from maternity leave, you have to
work doubly harder (not minding your health status) to prove that you
are still capable of doing the job as effectively. People assume that you
have been away for this long enjoying yourself. More often than not,
you don’t get promoted that year.
f.Promotions are slower for the women –i) Men form alliances and
friendships (superiors and subordinates). They meet in the evenings and
ungodly hours. While the first consideration for a woman after work is
to go home. By the time it is appraisal time, all these are factored into
it. So men promote themselves and become heads of departments. All
these factors affect women- promotions are slow and by the time they
get to a particular level they are too old for that level. So there is gender
disparity at the top. ii) while the children are growing, there would be a
lot of hospital appointments, school appointments etc. So the women
are seen as being distracted and not doing as much as the men.
g. Men also hop from bank to the other because they don’t have any
considerations like the women so they move faster to the top. However,
in this case, single ladies also move faster up the cadre because there
are no distractions. 

a. Deliberate policies to support women- e.g. The Banking regulators in
Nigeria have a policy that 40% of the decision makers at the top in the
banking industry must be women. They are not yet there but these are
things they check when they come around for their examination
b. Employers’ empathy for married women, mothers (whether single or
married). There was a bank in Nigeria that created a crèche (with
nannies) in the head office so that the children are closer to their
mothers. 
c. Regular workshops on female gender biases - bringing supervisors
(male and female) and women in work places together to discuss so that
they can understand the plight of women (single and married mothers,
nursing mothers). There is also the need for actual implementation of
the outcome.
d. On the issue of sexual harassment, the bank I worked for came up a
whistle blowing Platform. Victims and people that witness any sexual
harassment are encouraged to report anonymously on the platform and
this will be investigated. This can be encouraged in work places
e. The women also can reduce the stress that comes with taking care of
a home so that they don’t burnout. This translates to more productivity
at work. E.g. get support such as nannies, good schools that are close to
the home for the children, discuss possible relocation to branches of the
organisation that are close to the home etc. 

What can be done to eliminate such biases?

QUESTION 4
Moderator, Mvis Kolobe: From your experience, do you think your gender
affected the level you attained in the banking sector?
And in the academia so far for you Dr Bakwena?

What factors possibly come to play in such matters in real everyday life in
the corporate world vis-a-vis professionalism, style of approach to solving
daily challenges with subordinates, colleagues and superiors?

Response, Mrs Adesanmi: Yes, my gender (status as a married mother)
affected the level I attained. I had to make the decision to stay at a
particular bank where I would have more time for my children while my
male contemporaries did not have such limitations. Promotion was slower
at this particular bank. By the time I decided to move, after sorting my
children out, my classmate in university, a man actually interviewed me. He
was already a senior manager in the bank I was moving to while I was
interviewing for a Deputy manager.

QUESTION 5
Moderator, Mavis Kolobe: From your experience, at the formative stages
of children which usually coincides with the period of necessary career
growth, do you think that there may be sensitivity variations between men
and women that may affect the ability of either couples to engage their
kid(s) for overall good outcomes? 

What's your thought on how men could help their wives and/or sisters
become the best version(s) of themselves and attain their highest possible
potential?

Response, Mrs Adesanmi: Yes, there are sensitivity variations between a
man and a woman. Men and women have different qualities that are meant
to help the growth of the children. The woman is the nurturer while the
man is the authority in the home. In most cases the children gravitate
towards the mother, telling her things that they would not normally tell
their father, that is if she is there to listen. She also listens to what they are
not necessarily saying but could be happening in their lives. Nannies can’t
do this. 

Response, Mrs Adesanmi: The men must support the women at home
with the children so as to enable the women focus on her career. A man
cannot encourage a woman to be the best she wants to be without sharing
the burden of raising the children. For example, if a woman knows that
when the man gets home first, he will make sure the children have been fed,
homework done and things are generally running smoothly, she will be able
to focus on her career.

QUESTION 6
Moderator, Ms. Mavis Kolobe: How can women in academia, banking
sector and young ladies in all sectors take advantage of new digital
technologies to cope with work, family and businesses?
Response, Mrs Adesanmi: I personally think it is a welcome development.
The new digital technologies have made it easier to work from home. With
this, women can generally attend to the home front while working.
Although this also has its downside. If at home, the woman would want to
attend to everything that is happening in the home, which could also mean
distractions for her.
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Response, Dr. Bakwena: I didn´t! We did it. I have always had a strong

support system, be it a friend, helper, relative to help with the kids when

they were younger, running an errand etc. I would advise a young

professional out there to tap in the robust support network & not shy

away from always accepting help—its not a sign of weakness. We even

had a sticker with 3 cats on our refrigerator which read “we´re in this

together”

Response, Dr. Bakwena: I strongly believe that the fact that my work

provides a somewhat flexible schedule has helped in this regard. The

answer is No. The support we have within and from outside the

relationship has always absorbed the pressures associated with our jobs. 

Response: Dr. Bakwena: One of my mentees struggled with finding a

Master's degree dissertation project supervisor due to pregnancy. I only

got to learn years later that though I readily accepted to supervise her

and said to her “ what's the big deal with being pregnant” everyone else

had been apprehensive about supervising a pregnant student thus

overlooking her academic capabilities . Another instance is where a

student was enrolled in a collaborative Masters programme in Nairobi,

Kenya only to have pregnancy complications and ultimately lose the

baby just a few days before departure. Under normal circumstance she

would have lost out on the opportunity. Though I didn't have to, I

ensured that she was able to present and defend her case for a second

chance—she ultimately graduated top of her class.

I always get patrons at the department either asking for Dr Bakwena (a

gentleman) or some people would go as far as mistaking Mr Bakwena for

Dr Bakwena... I still get people who would ask me about my field of

study... In the majority of cases once I tell them that I´m an economist

and their reaction would be oh “Home Economics” 

Response, Dr. Bakwena: Yes and No 

Yes, because normally colleagues would make observations regarding my

gender, age and body structure (petiteness) rather than limit it on

capability. This greatly affected my confidence- I have had to learn to

speak up even in circumstance that were supposed to stifle my

contribution. I have had to overcome the imposter syndrome and bear in

mind that whereby I have been given an opportunity to sit at the table, I

have to show up and know that I deserve to be there 

No because assessment for promotions in academia leave very little room

for subjectivity. In fact, most academic institutions have moved to

encouraging women to take up opportunities 

Response, Dr. Bakwena: Oh yes, I remember one day when I was

heavily pregnant and as per doctor´s orders could not do much around

the house. 

Question 1

Ms. Mavis Kolobe, Moderator: You are a woman of many hats, HOD, CCA

Board Chair and you sit in many other leadership roles in your country

Botswana and Africa. Also, this year you celebrated your 21st wedding

anniversary, and your son just started his tertiary studies. On behalf of all

the young ladies here who are pursuing their PhD studies, who have recently

got their PhD and those aspiring to go this route how did you do it? 

QUESTION 2 

Ms. Mavis Kolobe, Moderator: Quiting jobs by one spouse to care for

children has been observed to be common in families, did you or your

husband feel the need to quit your job at some point due to pressure?

Obviously, Mrs. Oyinkan Adesanmi, you didn't quit, did your husband quit,

how does job quitting impact a spouse in case of unknown eventualities?

What role does this play in rampant feeling of lack of fulfillment and feeling

lost after the children are grown and gone even when money is not a

problem? Dr. Malebogo, what has your experience been in this matter so far? 

QUESTION 3 

Ms. Mavis Kolobe, Moderator: In Africa as well as anywhere in the world,

irrespective of gender, global challenges affect us all. According to Pedro

Conceição (head of UNDP’s Human Development report Office): “Today the

fight about gender equality is a story of bias and prejudices”. In your field of

expertise what are some of the practical biases that women face; what can be

done to eliminate such biases and prejudices to help women and girls

contribute effectively to sustainable development of Africa? 

QUESTION 4 

Ms. Mavis Kolobe, Moderator: From your experience, do you think your

gender affected the level you attained in the banking sector? And in the

academia so far for you Dr Bakwena? 

QUESTION 5 

Ms. Mavis Kolobe, Moderator: From your experience, at the formative

stages of children which usually coincides with the period of necessary career

growth, do you think that there may be sensitivity variations between men

and women that may affect the ability of either couples to engage their kid(s)

for overall good outcomes? 

My husband was hanging laundry in the communal washing line we
shared with other work colleagues, one of the male collegues commented
on how my husband was “ domesticated”. Other example include all the
not so encouraging remarks about him staying behind with a toddler
when I was away overseas doing my PhD...these examples would
discourage even the most dedicated father. 

QUESTION 6
Ms. Mavis Kolobe, Moderator:
What's your thought on how men could help their wives and/or sisters
become the best version(s) of themselves and attain their highest possible
potential? Would implore men to remember that as a partners, it would be
appreciated if they could help out once in a while...But women should also
ask for help & not assume everyone else will know that they need help 

Response, Dr. Bakwena: How can women in academia, banking sector
and young ladies in all sectors take advantage of new digital technologies
to cope with work, family and businesses? There´s no doubt that the new
digital technologies, especially now with covid has liberated the way we
work! We can work while keeping an eye on things at the home front.
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Gender Biases: A great threat to Africa's Development

Africa is at a crucial stage of development. Being a continent that is
already lagging behind in so many aspects of development, we cannot
afford to have inadequately utilized large number of human capital due
to biases. 
The achievements of women like Dr. Ngozi Okonjo Iweala (Nigeria),
Rosa Parks (United States), President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf (Liberia),
Yaa Asantewaa (Ghana) are just a few examples of what we can
achieve when biases are completely eliminated.
We stand a better chance of overcoming our challenges when
everybody is given an equal chance to actively participate in nation
building. 
Everyone needs to be involved regardless of gender. If we are ever
going to step out of these chains that drag our steps backwards, then
all constraints that prevent the women from fully and actively
participating in Africa's development must be destroyed. That is our
only way out because we're our own cavalry.

Africa benefits when the women thrive. 
Women put a balance in life, development and change in a society.
Therefore, it is of great importance that they become a great part of the
change we seek. African women have proven full participation in global
activities that everyone benefitted. There are a lot of talents out there
that are untapped because of societal imbalance. The OAAD women
network are out to set the pace in academics. The network of African
women doctors will make a huge impact and contributions in the
development of Africa. Africa benefits when the women thrive. 

One of the most inspiring aspects in the histories of humankind is the
outstanding role of women. Imagine a world without the contribution
of Kizzmekia Corbett, the bravery of Harriet Tubman, the courage of
Stella Adadevoh, the brilliance of Chimamanda Adichie and the vision
of Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala. Despite the strides made towards female
empowerment in the last century, gender bias still exists in today’s
society.

The changing roles of women in developed nations has ushered a new
hope, however women in Third World countries are still faced with
limited opportunities and discrimination on the basis of their gender.
This cycle must end for us to actualize a more progressive society. We
must all unite, embrace, and harness the invaluable potential of
women. 

Happy international women’s day.

                                Untapped potential
 In diverse regimes across the world, the significant positive strides
recorded on inclusion of few women in key decision-making organs has
revealed amazing wealth of rich potential that for so long remained
untapped. Women remain great pillars in every society and continue to
make tangible contributions that are critical to all developmental spheres.
Eliminating gender biases and having more of women will unlock the yet
unknown domains of intellectual and managerial energies needed for
sustainable development of Africa and the world in this technological era.
We celebrate all women as we mark this special period. Happy Women’s
Day to all great women in OAAD, Africa and the world!

Brian Ayugi
Vice-President, East Africa. 

Atakpa Edidiong Okokon
Assistant PRO

West Africa

Ezeachikulo Ujunwa Perpetua 
Secretary

OAAD Women's Network (OWN)

Jane Aleke .N.
Coordinator 

OAAD Women's Network (OWN)

Woman, Woman, Woman. 
When usually asked to define a woman, my answer is generally "a
woman is the most stereotyped human being in the world, most
especially in Africa". Because of the etiquette placed on women by
our society, a lot of them don't realize the potential they have, and
the talent they have been endowed with. 
The society needs to know that as well as they educate a girl child,
they should as well educate the male child. Most is expected from
women, they are armed for it, but they can't do that without the
support of men. 
I strongly encourage women to have confidence in themselves, build a
strong and resilient character to face whatever the society will bestow
on them. Focus, trust and vision are the keys to access the heart of to
our now mind-changing society. 
There is an adage that says: "educate a boy and you educate a family,
but educate a girl and you educate a society". Empowering women is
a strong asset for the development of each continent.

Abdoulaye Akhayie Mamat, Cameroon
Vice-president Central Africa

IWD 2022 #BreaktheBias
The IWD 2022 is another opportunity to celebrate women’s
achievements and educate against gender inequality. In Africa,
sustainable development can only be achieved and maintained where
each gender is fully involved in the building process. As such, gender
equality is not a challenge or a call to war, rather it’s a call for
partnership and cooperation. Together we can do much more for the
betterment of us all. It is time we appreciate and embrace our women as
they birth, nourish, and nurture our society. The OAAD Women's
Network (OWN) is a platform we should all partner with as we work to
eliminate gender inequality in Africa. Happy International Women’s
Day.

Victoria Uyanga
Financial Secretary

West Africa

Elimination of Gender Biases as Recipe for Sustainable
Development in Africa
Although great strides have been made globally towards gender
equality, various African countries are still affected significantly by
biases against women in various circles. Women have been
marginalized even though they have great potential to contribute
towards economic development, social progress, and environmental
protection. Reducing the gender gap depends on enlightened
government policies which take gender dimensions into account.
Better use of the world's female population could increase economic
growth, reduce poverty, improve societal well-being, and help African
countries achieve sustainable development.

Elisha Ochieng
Treasurer

East Africa. 

Celebrating OAAD Female Leaders
Women's achievements in the social, economic, cultural, and political
spheres are commemorated on March 8th each year as part of
International Women's Day. Gender equality is also highlighted on
this day, which serves as a call to action. It is pertinent to
acknowledge the significant role women play in advancing global
sustainability and in inspiring the next generation. Dr. Akhayie
Mamat Abdoulaye, Dr. Victoria A. Uyanga, Dr. Mavis Kolobe, Dr.
Houlda FAMBO, and Dr. Edidiong Okokon Atakpa who are seen as
women of substance, contributing to the development of Africa in
their own unique way under the auspices of the Organization of
African Academic Doctors (OAAD). 
We celebrate you all….

Olayemi H. Rufai
Assistant General Secretary

West Africa
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Platform for Action
The launch of the OADD Women's Network (OWN) is a notable day in
the Organization of African Academic Doctors (OAAD). OWN is a
diverse women's network that provides opportunities for mentorship
and a safe space for women to open up and discuss difficulties they
face daily, all while maintaining a diversified environment conducive to
personal and professional growth. Because OWN is all about
community development, I encourage all members to participate in all
OWN activities and to be intentional about expanding the women's
network.

Today we also celebrate the International Women’s Day, first of its
kind in OAAD. The theme for this year, "Elimination of Gender Biases
for Sustainable Development in Africa," speaks to us as individuals and
communities, encouraging us to change the narrative. Gender
disparities in human development are rooted in gender biases and long-
standing patterns of exclusion from household and community
decision-making, both of which limit women's opportunities and
choices. In order to eliminate gender prejudices in Africa, social norms
must be changed. It is possible to change social norms, but it takes
time. The most important thing to remember is that it all starts at
home.

Eliminating Gender Bias for Sustainable Development
The family is the foundation of the society; the woman is the pillar of the
family. Women are therefore a key element in the development of
society. In Africa, women represent more than 50% of the population and
no society can claim sustainable development by using less than 50% of
its available resources, so it is urgent that women be placed at the centre
of the development process. We must strive for education, financial
independence, leadership and entrepreneurship among women, as they
are the main architects of the new generation of children.A fulfilled
woman means a fulfilled family; a fulfilled family means a fulfilled
society; a fulfilled society means sustainable development. It is therefore
imperative that everyone (adult children, women and men) work together
to eliminate gender inequality. Promoting women means investing in the
future. Investing in a girl is the best investment because the gains will not
only be for the present generation but also for future generations.
Elimination of Gender Biases in Africa is the best way to create
intergenerational wealth.

Eliminating Gender Bias for Sustainable Development

Gender biases are a major obstacle to sustainable development. The
elimination of gender biases can lead to better economic growth, more
efficient use of resources, and a more equitable distribution of income.
In Africa, women contribute significantly to the economy but they are
not getting the same opportunities as men in education and
employment. Women's unpaid work is also largely undervalued and
their contributions to society are not properly recognized.
The reason behind this inequality is that most women have limited
access to education and employment opportunities due to cultural
norms or because they are confined by traditional roles in society such
as motherhood, housekeeping, and childcare. Women’s lack of access
results in lower incomes for themselves as well as their families which
then perpetuates the cycle of poverty.

Hamza S. Abdullahi
Public Relations Officer

West African

Houlda Fambo
General Secretary
Western African

Mavis Kolobe
Vice President Southern Africa

(Southern African)

Don't You Know that You are a Woman?
This is simply constructed sentence but which has deconstructed the
potential of many women who would have made significant impact in
libe with their natural tendencies. However as a result of societally
agreed norms, everytime some women move to be all they can be,
they hear that sentence ringing in their minds "don't you know that
you are a woman?" Women are not supposed to do this and in fact, it  
is a taboo in our culture!

Remember that you are a girl. Be careful. Yes all these sentences are
good but if they limit a girl from exploring her full potential and
taking relevant life risks, it is an enemy line and we have to remove
these sentences from our daily speeches. If a girl hass capaity to do a
thing, let her do it. If she merits a role, let her play it. If she has done
a noble thing, let her be commended. If she has a tendency to display
bravery, let her do her exploits.

Yes, she knows that she is a woman but that should not stop her from
being all she can be.

Dr. Taha M. Hussein
Vice-president Northern Africa

Northern African

The First Research Direction Under the OAAD Women’s Network
Gender Project

The OAAD Women’s Network Gender Project (OWN GP) is a grand
project initiated at high engagement domains driven by African PhD
holders and PhD scholars living, working or studying in over 70
countries around the world. It was commissioned by the Organization of
African Academic Doctors (OAAD) and being implemented by the
OAAD Women’s Network for the purpose of systematic elimination of
gender biases in Africa as a prerequisite for true sustainable
development of the continent of Africa.
Every human deserves and desires equal rights, opportunities and
privileges to express self, live and impact the society without
experiencing discrimination based on gender, race, age or biological
make-up. Globally, and especially in Africa, women have fewer
opportunities to express their abilities, achieve or attain heights in their
careers and impact their society.

This bias may be associated with gender socialization as potential driver
through long-established social norms culturally accepted by society.
Using such indicators such as marriage and family life, education, career
development, income and political leadership, diverse scholars,
feminists, governments, non-governmental and intergovernmental
institutions have been exploring the dynamics of gender inequality.
Additionally, they have been exploring likely causations and how it can
be managed in our contemporary society.

The first research project being undertaken by the OWN GP is aimed at
uncovering existing knowledge on the situation, developing frameworks
and exploring diverse future prospects. The first one in the series is
under way and is aimed to be published within the second or third
quarter of 2022.

Chika Ogu
Western Africa

Member OWN GP
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